
 Tough tunes   The 

S5i Rugged is great 

for outdoor activities

 THE SKINNY… 

 Likes   Rugged design, great audio quality and some 

useful accessories

 Dislikes   Expensive, poor manual

 Rating:  1 1 1 1 1  Company   Klipsch   URL   www.klipsch.co.uk   Price   £119.99

hey may be overkill 
for working out in 
a cosy indoor gym, 

but Klipsch’s new S5i Rugged 
headphones are hard to 
beat for outdoor activities. 
The cables are made out of 
water-resistant rubber that 

is just sturdy enough to 
avoid curling up and 
getting tangled all 
the time. The chunky 
remote control is 

also solidly built, with 
a microphone for taking 

calls on an iPhone, and large 
buttons that are easy to use 
without taking your eyes off  
the road ahead.

There’s a small clothes 
clip included so that you 
can attach the cable to 

your top when you’re 
out jogging, but for more 
adventurous activities Klipsch 
also includes a tough carrying 
case with a metal belt clip. 
The carrying case even has a 
built-in fl ashlight in case you 
lose your way in the dark, and 
the microphone works very 
well so you can call for help if 
you get stranded on a windy 
mountain-top.

The earpieces have 
Klipsch’s trademark tapered 
design, which allows them 
to fi t comfortably and fi rmly 
inside your ear canal, forming 
a good seal so that you get 
the best audio quality. They’re 
designed so you can wear 
them normally – with the 
cables simply hanging down 

towards your neck – or you 
can use the ‘sport fi t’ option, 
which works by rotating the 
earpiece and wrapping the 
cable behind your ear for a 
more secure fi t.

The sound is pretty 
impressive too – warm and 
full-bodied, with plenty of 
detail on higher frequencies 
and a really robust bass that 
will keep you going on that 
long last leg of the trip. There 
are cheaper headphones 
available if you just want to 
listen to a few tunes while 
you’re working out in the 
gym, but the S5i Rugged is the 
perfect companion for people 
who are serious about hiking 
and other outdoor sports.

T

s most sports 
headphones opt for 
a compact in-ear 

design, it’s somewhat of a 
surprise to see that JayBird 
has chosen an on-ear design 
that wraps right over your 
head for its SB2 Sportsband. 
The bright colours and rather 
chunky plastic headband also 
make it stand out, giving it an 
80s-retro look. Fortunately, 
it’s available in a variety 
of colours ranging from 
‘powderpuff  pink’ to the more 

sedate ‘midnight black’, so 
you can choose one that suits 
your own personal taste.

But if the SB2’s look is 
rather retro, its high-tech 
features and sound quality 
are bang up to date. The 
SB2 uses Bluetooth wireless 
technology so you can hurl 
yourself around without 
getting the cables caught 
on any gym equipment. The 
sound quality using basic 
Bluetooth is very good, with 
a nice warm sound and solid 
bass that will get you going if 
you like a bit of dance music 
during your workout.

The SB2 also supports the 
increasingly popular Apt-X 
audio technology, which 
provides better quality than 
basic Bluetooth for wireless 
audio. Admittedly, the iPod 

and iPhone don’t support 
Apt-X yet, but we tested the 
SB2 with a Mac equipped with 
Apt-X and it certainly makes 
a diff erence, producing a 
noticeably clearer and more 
detailed sound. JayBird does 
sell a little adaptor, called 
the iSport, that adds Apt-X 
capabilities when plugged 
into the dock connector on 
an iPod or iPhone – it costs 
£49. However, as Apple has 
recently added Apt-X support 
to its Mac computers, let’s 
hope that it does the same 
for the iPod and iPhone with 
an iOS update soon. The only 
minor disappointment is that 
the wireless tech and Apt-X 
option do bump up the price, 
making the SB2 one of the 
more expensive models in 
this group.

SB2 Sportsband

A

 THE SKINNY… 

 Likes   Good Bluetooth wireless audio, with additional 

Apt-X option

 Dislikes   A bit pricey, and the retro look may not suit 

everyone’s taste

 Rating:  1 1 1 1 3 

 Company   JayBird   URL   www.jaybirdgear.com   Price   £99

S5i RuggedS5i Rugged
STAR BUY

 Wireless workout   The SB2 

provides wireless audio for 

your workout tunes
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